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Tetris, with a mere of less than 0.5% accuracy loss achieved by
careful treatment of noise, computation error, and various forms of
variation. Compared to RTX 2080 TI with tensor cores and Titan Xp
GPUs, all with 8-bit execution, BiHiwe offers 35.4×and 70.1×higher
Performance-per-Watt, respectively. Relative to the mixed-signal
RedEye, ISAAC, and PipeLayer, BiHiwe offers 5.5×, 3.6×, and 9.6×
improvement in Performance-per-Watt respectively. The results suggest that BiHiwe is an effective initial step in a road that combines
mathematics, circuits, and architecture.

ABSTRACT
Albeit low-power, mixed-signal circuitry suffers from significant
overhead of Analog to Digital (A/D) conversion, limited range for
information encoding, and susceptibility to noise. This paper aims
to address these challenges by offering and leveraging the following mathematical insight regarding vector dot-product—the basic
operator in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). This operator can be
reformulated as a wide regrouping of spatially parallel low-bitwidth
calculations that are interleaved across the bit partitions of multiple
elements of the vectors. As such, the computational building block
of our accelerator becomes a wide bit-interleaved analog vector
unit comprising a collection of low-bitwidth multiply-accumulate
modules that operate in the analog domain and share a single A/D
converter (ADC). This bit-partitioning results in a lower-resolution
ADC while the wide regrouping alleviates the need for A/D conversion per operation, amortizing its cost across multiple bit-partitions
of the vector elements. Moreover, the low-bitwidth modules require
smaller encoding range and also provide larger margins for noise
mitigation. We also utilize the switched-capacitor design for our
bit-level reformulation of DNN operations. The proposed switchedcapacitor circuitry performs the regrouped multiplications in the
charge domain and accumulates the results of the group in its capacitors over multiple cycles. The capacitive accumulation combined
with wide bit-partitioned regrouping reduces the rate of A/D conversions, further improving the overall efficiency of the design.
With such mathematical reformulation and its switched-capacitor
implementation, we define one possible 3D-stacked microarchitecture, dubbed BiHiwe1 , that leverages clustering and hierarchical
design to best utilize power-efficiency of the mixed-signal domain
and 3D stacking. We also build models for noise, computational nonidealities, and variations. For ten DNN benchmarks, BiHiwe delivers
5.5×speedup over a leading purely-digital 3D-stacked accelerator
1 BiHiwe: Bit-Partitioned and Interleaved Hierachy of
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INTRODUCTION

With the diminishing benefits from general-purpose processors [1–
4], there is an explosion of digital accelerators for DNNs [5–26].
Mixed-signal acceleration [27–37] is also gaining traction. Albeit
low-power, mixed-signal circuitry suffers from limited range of information encoding, is susceptible to noise, lacks fine-grained control
mechanism and imposes significant overheads for Analog to Digital
(A/D) conversions. As a point of reference, for an 8-bit×8-bit MACC
which produces a 16-bit output at 500 Mhz, A/D conversion costs
about 1,000× higher energy than the MACC itself at 45 nm. In addition, encoding 256 levels for 8-bit inputs in less than 1 Volt allocates
3.9 mV for each level, significantly restricting both the representation capabilities as well as the noise margins. This paper sets out to
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address these challenges by inspecting the mathematical foundation
of deep neural networks and makes the following contributions.
(1) This work offers and leverages the insight that the set of
MACC operations within one vector dot-product can be partitioned, interleaved, and regrouped at the bit level without
affecting the mathematical integrity of dot-product. Unlike
prior work [28, 37, 38], this work does not rely on changing the mathematics of the computation to enable mixed-signal acceleration.
Namely, PRIME [38] leverages memristive technology to enable analog computation, but relies on several truncations during computations of intermediate data to overcome the overheads of A/D conversions. In contrast, this work only rearranges the bit-wise arithmetic
calculations across multiple elements of the vectors to utilize a group
of lower bitwidth analog units for higher bitwidth operations. The
key insight is that a binary value can be expressed as the sum of products similar to dot-product, which is also a sum of multiplications
Í
Í
(𝑎 = 𝑋® •𝑊® = 𝑖 𝑥𝑖 ×𝑤𝑖 ). Each 𝑥𝑖 or 𝑤𝑖 can be expressed as 𝑗 (2 𝑗 ×𝑏 𝑗 )
Í 4𝑗
where 𝑏 𝑗 s are the individual bits or as 𝑗 (2 ×𝑏𝑝 𝑗 ), where 𝑏𝑝 𝑗 s are
4-bit partitions for instance. Our interleaved arithmetic utilizes the
distributive and associative property of multiplication and addition
at the bit granularity for partitioning and regrouping.
The proposed model, first, bit-partitions all elements of the two
vectors, and then distributes the MACC operations of the dot-product
over these bit partitions. Then, our mathematical formulation exploits the associative property of the multiply and add to group and colocate bit-partitions that are at the same significance position. This
significance-based rearrangement enables factoring out the powerof-two multiplicand that signifies the position of the bit-partitions.
The factoring enables regrouping the partial results from a set of
lower-bitwidth MACCs as one spatially parallel operation in the
analog domain, while the group shares a single A/D converter (ADC).
The power-of-two multiplicand will be applied later digitally to the
accumulated result of the group operation. To this end, we reformulate vector dot-product as a wide regrouping of interleaved and
bit-partitioned operations across multiple elements of the two vectors (see section 2). This spatial regrouping of operations and parallel
execution is in contrast with prior analog-based accelerators such
as PRIME [38] and ISAAC [27], which although use bit-partitioning
but perform MACC operations serially over multiple cycles on bit
(partitions) of the operands or RedEye [30] that does not exploit any
sort of bit-partitioning.
The bit-partitioning lowers the resolution of ADCs while the
wide regrouping amortizes the cost of each A/D conversion across
multiple bit-partitions of the vector elements. Using low-bitwidth
operands for analog MACCs also provides a larger headroom between the value encoding levels in the analog domain. The headroom
tackles the limited range of encoding and offers more robustness to
noise, an inherent non-ideality in the analog mode.
(2) At the circuit level, the accelerator is designed using switchedcapacitor circuitry that stores the partial results as electric
charge over time without conversion to the digital domain at
each cycle. The low-bitwidth MACCs are performed in charge domain with a set of charge-sharing capacitors. This design choice
lowers the rate of A/D conversion as it implements accumulation
as a gradual storage of charge in a set of parallel capacitors. These
capacitors not only aggregate the result of a group of low-bitwidth
MACCs, but also enable accumulating results over time. As such,
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the architecture enables dividing the longer vectors into shorter
sub-vectors that are multiply-accumulated over time with a single
group of spatially parallel low-bitwidth MACCs. The results are
accumulated over multiple cycles in the group’s capacitors. Because
the capacitors can hold the charge from cycle to cycle, the A/D conversion is not necessary in each cycle. This reduction in rate of A/D
conversion is in addition to the amortized cost of ADCs across the
analog low-bitwidth MACCs of the group (see section 3).
(3) We take a systematic approach and perform a step-by-step
analysis to evaluate the contribution of each technique in
tackling the challenges of mixed-signal design and maximizing its benefits. This analysis shows that Interleaved Bit-Partitioning
is the most effective technique. On one hand, Spatially Wide Regrouping is the second most effective technique in improving area
efficiency of the arithmetic operations that enables integrating more
in a given area, improving design parallelism. The benefit stems from
sharing a single ADC across the groupings of the low-bitwidth analog
MACC units, amortizing its area. On the other hand, Charge-Domain
Computation ranks second in improving the power efficiency that
is the fruit of reducing the rate of the A/D conversions, through
accumulation and storage of the intermediate results in capacitors.
With these insights, we devise a hierarchical 3D-stacked instance
of the microarchitecture, named BiHiwe, that leverages the proposed arithmetic and building blocks, yet offers programmability and
domain generality. Evaluating this carefully balanced design of BiHiwe with a diverse set of ten DNN benchmarks shows that BiHiwe
delivers 5.5×speedup over the purely digital 3D-stacked DNN accelerator, Tetris [7], with only 0.5% loss in accuracy achieved after mitigating noise, computation error, and Process-Voltage-Temperature
(PVT) variations. With 8-bit execution, BiHiwe offers 35.4×and
70.1×higher Performance-per-Watt compared to RTX 2080 TI and
Titan Xp, respectively. Compared to the mixed-signal CMOS RedEye [30], memristive ISAAC [27] and PipeLayer [39], BiHiwe delivers 5.5×, 3.6×, and 9.6× higher Performance-per-Watt, respectively.
With these benefits, this paper marks an initial effort to use mathematical insights for devising mixed-signal DNN accelerators.

2

WIDE, INTERLEAVED,
AND BIT-PARTITIONED ARITHMETIC

A key idea of this work is the mathematical insight that enables
utilizing low bitwidth mixed-signal units in spatially parallel groups.
Bit-Level partitioning and interleaving of MACCs. To further
detail the proposed mathematical reformulation, Figure 1(a) delves
into the bit-level operations of dot-product on vectors with 2-elements
containing 4-bit values. As illustrated with different colors, each 4bit element can be written in the form of sum of 2-bit partitions
multiplied by powers of 2 (shift). As discussed, vector dot-product is
also a sum of multiplications. Therefore, by utilizing the distributive
property of addition and multiplication, we can rewrite the vector
dot-product in terms of the bit partitions. However, we also leverage
the associativity of the addition and multiplication to regroup the
bit-partitions that are in the same positions, together. For instance,
in Figure 1, the black partitions that represent the Most Significant
Bits (MSBs) of the 𝑊® vector are multiplied in parallel to the teal2 partitions, representing the MSBs of the 𝑋® . Because of the distributivity
of multiplication, the shift amount of (2+2) can be postponed after
2 Color teal in Figure 1 is the darkest gray in black and white prints.
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𝑋 𝑀𝑆𝐵𝑠 and 𝑊 𝑀𝑆𝐵𝑠 in Figure 1(c)) are multiplied to generate the
partial products, (1) the shift amount (“≪ 4” in this case) is the same
for all the bit-partitions and (2) the shift can be done after partial
products from different sub-elements are accumulated together.
As shown in Figure 1(c), the low-bitwidth elements are multiplied
together and accumulated in the analog domain. Accumulation in the
digital domain would require an adder tree which is costly compared
to the analog accumulation that merely requires connectivity between the multiplier outputs. It is only after several analog multiplyaccumulations that the results are converted to digital for shift and
aggregation with partial products from the other groups. This is not
only because of spatially wide grouping of the low-bitwidth MACC
operations, but also, as will be discussed in the next section, due
to the accumulation of the partial results in the analog domain by
storing electric charge in capacitors before ADCs (see Figure 1(c)).
If the size of vectors exceeds the predefined value of (size of spatially
low-bitwidth array) × (number of capacitive accumulation cycles), these
converted partial results will be added up in the digital domain using
a register. For this pattern of computation, we are effectively utilizing the distributive and associative property of multiplication and
addition for dot-product but at the bit granularity. This rearrangement and spatially parallel (i.e., wide) bit-partitioned computation
is in contrast with temporally bit-serial digital [8, 12, 26, 40] and
analog [27] DNN accelerators.
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Figure 1: Wide, interleaved, and bit-partitioned mathematical formulation.

the bit-partitions are multiply-accumulated. The different colors of
the boxes in Figure 1 illustrates the interleaved regrouping of the
bit-partitions. Each group is a set of spatially parallel bit-partitioned
MACC operations that are drawn from different elements of the
two vectors. The low-bitwidth nature of these operations enables
execution in the analog domain without the need for A/D conversion
for each individual bit-partitioned operation. As such, our proposed
reformulation amortizes the cost of A/D conversion across the bitpartitions of different elements of the vectors as elaborated below.
Wide, interleaved, and bit-partitioned vector dot-product. Figure 1(b) illustrates the proposed vector dot-product operation with
4-bit elements that are bit partitioned to 2-bit sub-elements. For instance, as illustrated, the elements of vector 𝑋 , denoted as 𝑥𝑖 , are
first bit partitioned to 𝑥𝑖𝐿 and 𝑥𝑖𝑀 . The former represents the two
Least Significant Bits (LSBs) and the latter represents the Most Significant Bits (MSBs). Similarly, the elements of vector 𝑊 are also
bit partitioned to the 𝑤𝑖𝐿 and 𝑤𝑖𝑀 sub-elements. Then, each vector
(e.g., 𝑊 ) is rearranged into two bit-partitioned sub-vectors, 𝑊 𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑠
and𝑊 𝑀𝑆𝐵𝑠 . In the current implementations of BiHiwe architecture,
the size of bit-partitioning is fixed across the entire architecture.
Therefore, the rearrangement is just rewiring the bits to the compute
units that imposes modestly minimal overhead (less than 1%). Figure 1 is merely an illustration and there is no need for extra storage
or movement of elements. As depicted with color coding, after the
rewiring, 𝑊 𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑠 represents all the least significant bit-partitions
from different elements of vector 𝑊 , while the MSBs are rewired
in 𝑊 𝑀𝑆𝐵𝑠 . The same rewiring is repeated for the vector 𝑋 . This
rearrangement, puts all the bit-partitions from all the elements of the
vectors with the same significance in one group, denoted as 𝑊 𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑠 ,
𝑊 𝑀𝑆𝐵𝑠 , 𝑋 𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑠 , 𝑋 𝑀𝑆𝐵𝑠 . Therefore, when a pair of the groups (e.g.,

SWITCHED-CAPACITOR DESIGN
FOR INTERLEAVED BIT-PARTITIONING

To exploit the aforementioned arithmetic, an analog vector unit
needs to be designed. This building block is a collection of lowbitwidth analog MACCs that operate in parallel on sub-elements
from the two vectors under dot-product. This wide structure is
dubbed Mixed-Signal Bit-Partitioned MACC Array (MS-BPMacc).
Within the MS-BPMacc, we design the low-bitwidth MACC units using switched-capacitor circuitry [29, 31, 36, 37, 41], implementing the
MACC operations in the charge-domain rather than using resistiveladders to compute in current domain [27, 35, 38]. Compared to the
current-domain approach, switched-capacitors (1) enable result accumulation in the analog domain by storing them as electric charge,
eliminating the need for A/D conversion at every cycle, and (2) make
the relative ratio of capacitors the determining factor in analog multiplication. Dependence to ratio and not the absolute sizes makes
the design more resilient to process variation.

3.1

Mixed-Signal Bit-Partitioned MACC Array

Figure 2(a) depicts an array of 𝑛 low-bitwidth MACCs, constituting
the MS-BPMacc unit, which perform operations for 𝑚 cycles in the
analog domain. Each low-bitwidth MACC unit receives a pair of bitpartitions (𝑥𝑏𝑝𝑖 , 𝑤𝑏𝑝𝑖 ) from the sub-vectors. These bit-partitions are
fed to Digital to Analog (D/A) converters to enable charge-domain
MACC operations. Low-bitwidth MACC units are equipped with
their own pair of accumulating capacitors (CACC+ , CACC- ), which
perform the accumulation over time across multiple sub-vectors. The
pair is used to handle positive and negative values by accumulating
them separately on one or the other capacitor. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the MACC computation mode of the MS-BPMacc unit. Over 𝑚
cycles, each low-bitwidth MACC unit works separately and accumulates the partial results privately on its own pair of CACC s. To enable
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<latexit sha1_base64="L/yGe3xwOTeylhtSAu48lPrYyJs=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwVbwVHZ70WPBi94q2A9pl5JNs21okg1JVixLf4UXD4p49ed489+YtnvQ1gcDj/dmmJkXKc6M9f1vb219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR23TJJqQpsk4YnuRNhQziRtWmY57ShNsYg4bUfj65nffqTasETe24miocBDyWJGsHXSQ+Wpn0VKTiv9Utmv+nOgVRLkpAw5Gv3SV2+QkFRQaQnHxnQDX9kww9oywum02EsNVZiM8ZB2HZVYUBNm84On6NwpAxQn2pW0aK7+nsiwMGYiItcpsB2ZZW8m/ud1UxtfhRmTKrVUksWiOOXIJmj2PRowTYnlE0cw0czdisgIa0ysy6joQgiWX14lrVo18KvBXa1cv83jKMApnMEFBHAJdbiBBjSBgIBneIU3T3sv3rv3sWhd8/KZE/gD7/MHdpyQMA==</latexit>

D/A

CACC+

D/A

D/A

D/A

Clk

Clk

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/KQOPWSy3JQPPJ9w7xTRRZc6r4=">AAAB+XicbVDNSgMxGPy2/tX6t+rRS7AInsquCHos9uKxgq2FdinZbLYNzSZLki2UpW/ixYMiXn0Tb76N2XYP2joQMsx8H5lMmHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7papkpQjtEcql6IdaUM0E7hhlOe6miOAk5fQonrcJ/mlKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLHS0HUHoeSRniX2ylt8Mh+6da/hLYDWiV+SOpRoD92vQSRJllBhCMda930vNUGOlWGE03ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6iBfJJ+jC6tEKJbKHmHQQv29keNEF+HsZILNWK96hfif189MfBvkTKSZoYIsH4ozjoxERQ0oYooSw2eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjC2rZkvwV7+8TrpXDd9r+A/X9eZdWUcVzuAcLsGHG2jCPbShAwSm8Ayv8Obkzovz7nwsRytOuXMKf+B8/gAWdJPw</latexit>

D/A

D/A

D/A

D/A

Clk

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/KQOPWSy3JQPPJ9w7xTRRZc6r4=">AAAB+XicbVDNSgMxGPy2/tX6t+rRS7AInsquCHos9uKxgq2FdinZbLYNzSZLki2UpW/ixYMiXn0Tb76N2XYP2joQMsx8H5lMmHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7papkpQjtEcql6IdaUM0E7hhlOe6miOAk5fQonrcJ/mlKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLHS0HUHoeSRniX2ylt8Mh+6da/hLYDWiV+SOpRoD92vQSRJllBhCMda930vNUGOlWGE03ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6iBfJJ+jC6tEKJbKHmHQQv29keNEF+HsZILNWK96hfif189MfBvkTKSZoYIsH4ozjoxERQ0oYooSw2eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjC2rZkvwV7+8TrpXDd9r+A/X9eZdWUcVzuAcLsGHG2jCPbShAwSm8Ayv8Obkzovz7nwsRytOuXMKf+B8/gAWdJPw</latexit>

D/A

D/A

D/A

D/A

Clk

Clk

Clk

ClkACC

ClkACC

ClkACC

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/KQOPWSy3JQPPJ9w7xTRRZc6r4=">AAAB+XicbVDNSgMxGPy2/tX6t+rRS7AInsquCHos9uKxgq2FdinZbLYNzSZLki2UpW/ixYMiXn0Tb76N2XYP2joQMsx8H5lMmHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7papkpQjtEcql6IdaUM0E7hhlOe6miOAk5fQonrcJ/mlKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLHS0HUHoeSRniX2ylt8Mh+6da/hLYDWiV+SOpRoD92vQSRJllBhCMda930vNUGOlWGE03ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6iBfJJ+jC6tEKJbKHmHQQv29keNEF+HsZILNWK96hfif189MfBvkTKSZoYIsH4ozjoxERQ0oYooSw2eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjC2rZkvwV7+8TrpXDd9r+A/X9eZdWUcVzuAcLsGHG2jCPbShAwSm8Ayv8Obkzovz7nwsRytOuXMKf+B8/gAWdJPw</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/KQOPWSy3JQPPJ9w7xTRRZc6r4=">AAAB+XicbVDNSgMxGPy2/tX6t+rRS7AInsquCHos9uKxgq2FdinZbLYNzSZLki2UpW/ixYMiXn0Tb76N2XYP2joQMsx8H5lMmHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7papkpQjtEcql6IdaUM0E7hhlOe6miOAk5fQonrcJ/mlKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLHS0HUHoeSRniX2ylt8Mh+6da/hLYDWiV+SOpRoD92vQSRJllBhCMda930vNUGOlWGE03ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6iBfJJ+jC6tEKJbKHmHQQv29keNEF+HsZILNWK96hfif189MfBvkTKSZoYIsH4ozjoxERQ0oYooSw2eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjC2rZkvwV7+8TrpXDd9r+A/X9eZdWUcVzuAcLsGHG2jCPbShAwSm8Ayv8Obkzovz7nwsRytOuXMKf+B8/gAWdJPw</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/KQOPWSy3JQPPJ9w7xTRRZc6r4=">AAAB+XicbVDNSgMxGPy2/tX6t+rRS7AInsquCHos9uKxgq2FdinZbLYNzSZLki2UpW/ixYMiXn0Tb76N2XYP2joQMsx8H5lMmHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7papkpQjtEcql6IdaUM0E7hhlOe6miOAk5fQonrcJ/mlKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLHS0HUHoeSRniX2ylt8Mh+6da/hLYDWiV+SOpRoD92vQSRJllBhCMda930vNUGOlWGE03ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6iBfJJ+jC6tEKJbKHmHQQv29keNEF+HsZILNWK96hfif189MfBvkTKSZoYIsH4ozjoxERQ0oYooSw2eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjC2rZkvwV7+8TrpXDd9r+A/X9eZdWUcVzuAcLsGHG2jCPbShAwSm8Ayv8Obkzovz7nwsRytOuXMKf+B8/gAWdJPw</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/KQOPWSy3JQPPJ9w7xTRRZc6r4=">AAAB+XicbVDNSgMxGPy2/tX6t+rRS7AInsquCHos9uKxgq2FdinZbLYNzSZLki2UpW/ixYMiXn0Tb76N2XYP2joQMsx8H5lMmHKmjed9O5WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPT7papkpQjtEcql6IdaUM0E7hhlOe6miOAk5fQonrcJ/mlKlmRSPZpbSIMEjwWJGsLHS0HUHoeSRniX2ylt8Mh+6da/hLYDWiV+SOpRoD92vQSRJllBhCMda930vNUGOlWGE03ltkGmaYjLBI9q3VOCE6iBfJJ+jC6tEKJbKHmHQQv29keNEF+HsZILNWK96hfif189MfBvkTKSZoYIsH4ozjoxERQ0oYooSw2eWYKKYzYrIGCtMjC2rZkvwV7+8TrpXDd9r+A/X9eZdWUcVzuAcLsGHG2jCPbShAwSm8Ayv8Obkzovz7nwsRytOuXMKf+B8/gAWdJPw</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2q/TKJtGko2lwbpNV55aD/4gZPI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="2q/TKJtGko2lwbpNV55aD/4gZPI=">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</latexit>

sign

<latexit sha1_base64="brz4tylNxhg/5TV3d3qyR25jBck=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElokUwVUkXGCuxILEUiT6kJqocx22tOnZk3yCqKJ/AR/ANrDCzIdaO/AlO24G2HMny0Tn3+l6fIOZMg+NMrcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5koQltEcqm6AdaUM0FbwIDTbqwojgJOO8H4Nvc7T1RpJsUjTGLqR3go2IARDEbqly+9QPJQTyJzpdXUk6Y4fyv1gD5DqtlQZFlWzfrlilNzZrDXibsgFbRAs1/+8UJJkogKIBxr3XOdGPwUK2CE06zkJZrGmIzxkPYMFTii2k9nH8rsC6OE9kAqcwTYM/VvR4ojne9sKiMMI73q5eJ/Xi+BwY2fMhEnQAWZDxok3AZp5+nYIVOUAJ8YgoliZlebjLDCBEyGS1OCKM/EXU1gnbTrNdepuQ/1SuN+kU4RnaFzdIVcdI0a6A41UQsR9ILe0Dv6sF6tT+vL+p6XFqxFzylagjX9BawQpRs=</latexit>

sign

<latexit sha1_base64="brz4tylNxhg/5TV3d3qyR25jBck=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElokUwVUkXGCuxILEUiT6kJqocx22tOnZk3yCqKJ/AR/ANrDCzIdaO/AlO24G2HMny0Tn3+l6fIOZMg+NMrcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5koQltEcqm6AdaUM0FbwIDTbqwojgJOO8H4Nvc7T1RpJsUjTGLqR3go2IARDEbqly+9QPJQTyJzpdXUk6Y4fyv1gD5DqtlQZFlWzfrlilNzZrDXibsgFbRAs1/+8UJJkogKIBxr3XOdGPwUK2CE06zkJZrGmIzxkPYMFTii2k9nH8rsC6OE9kAqcwTYM/VvR4ojne9sKiMMI73q5eJ/Xi+BwY2fMhEnQAWZDxok3AZp5+nYIVOUAJ8YgoliZlebjLDCBEyGS1OCKM/EXU1gnbTrNdepuQ/1SuN+kU4RnaFzdIVcdI0a6A41UQsR9ILe0Dv6sF6tT+vL+p6XFqxFzylagjX9BawQpRs=</latexit>

sign

sign

sign

<latexit sha1_base64="egvSKSqXD/SBGN5odgqVMJJIAss=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARXJamCLgtuBDcV7AOaUCbTSTt0ZhJmbool9Af8Bre6didu/QuX/omTNgvbeuDC4Zx7OZcTJpxpcN1va219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzi0j45bOk4VoU0S81h1QqwpZ5I2gQGnnURRLEJO2+HoNvfbY6o0i+UjTBIaCDyQLGIEg5F6tu2HIvOBPkGm2UBOpz274lbdGZxV4hWkggo0evaP349JKqgEwrHWXc9NIMiwAkY4nZb9VNMEkxEe0K6hEguqg2z2+dQ5N0rfiWJlRoIzU/9eZFhoPRGh2RQYhnrZy8X/vG4K0U2QMZmkQCWZB0UpdyB28hqcPlOUAJ8Ygoli5leHDLHCBExZCymhyDvxlhtYJa1a1bus1h6uKvX7op0SOkVn6AJ56BrV0R1qoCYiaIxe0Ct6s56td+vD+pyvrlnFzQlagPX1C5FHmts=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="egvSKSqXD/SBGN5odgqVMJJIAss=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARXJamCLgtuBDcV7AOaUCbTSTt0ZhJmbool9Af8Bre6didu/QuX/omTNgvbeuDC4Zx7OZcTJpxpcN1va219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzi0j45bOk4VoU0S81h1QqwpZ5I2gQGnnURRLEJO2+HoNvfbY6o0i+UjTBIaCDyQLGIEg5F6tu2HIvOBPkGm2UBOpz274lbdGZxV4hWkggo0evaP349JKqgEwrHWXc9NIMiwAkY4nZb9VNMEkxEe0K6hEguqg2z2+dQ5N0rfiWJlRoIzU/9eZFhoPRGh2RQYhnrZy8X/vG4K0U2QMZmkQCWZB0UpdyB28hqcPlOUAJ8Ygoli5leHDLHCBExZCymhyDvxlhtYJa1a1bus1h6uKvX7op0SOkVn6AJ56BrV0R1qoCYiaIxe0Ct6s56td+vD+pyvrlnFzQlagPX1C5FHmts=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="brz4tylNxhg/5TV3d3qyR25jBck=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElokUwVUkXGCuxILEUiT6kJqocx22tOnZk3yCqKJ/AR/ANrDCzIdaO/AlO24G2HMny0Tn3+l6fIOZMg+NMrcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5koQltEcqm6AdaUM0FbwIDTbqwojgJOO8H4Nvc7T1RpJsUjTGLqR3go2IARDEbqly+9QPJQTyJzpdXUk6Y4fyv1gD5DqtlQZFlWzfrlilNzZrDXibsgFbRAs1/+8UJJkogKIBxr3XOdGPwUK2CE06zkJZrGmIzxkPYMFTii2k9nH8rsC6OE9kAqcwTYM/VvR4ojne9sKiMMI73q5eJ/Xi+BwY2fMhEnQAWZDxok3AZp5+nYIVOUAJ8YgoliZlebjLDCBEyGS1OCKM/EXU1gnbTrNdepuQ/1SuN+kU4RnaFzdIVcdI0a6A41UQsR9ILe0Dv6sF6tT+vL+p6XFqxFzylagjX9BawQpRs=</latexit>

sign

sign

<latexit sha1_base64="brz4tylNxhg/5TV3d3qyR25jBck=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElokUwVUkXGCuxILEUiT6kJqocx22tOnZk3yCqKJ/AR/ANrDCzIdaO/AlO24G2HMny0Tn3+l6fIOZMg+NMrcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5koQltEcqm6AdaUM0FbwIDTbqwojgJOO8H4Nvc7T1RpJsUjTGLqR3go2IARDEbqly+9QPJQTyJzpdXUk6Y4fyv1gD5DqtlQZFlWzfrlilNzZrDXibsgFbRAs1/+8UJJkogKIBxr3XOdGPwUK2CE06zkJZrGmIzxkPYMFTii2k9nH8rsC6OE9kAqcwTYM/VvR4ojne9sKiMMI73q5eJ/Xi+BwY2fMhEnQAWZDxok3AZp5+nYIVOUAJ8YgoliZlebjLDCBEyGS1OCKM/EXU1gnbTrNdepuQ/1SuN+kU4RnaFzdIVcdI0a6A41UQsR9ILe0Dv6sF6tT+vL+p6XFqxFzylagjX9BawQpRs=</latexit>

sign
<latexit sha1_base64="brz4tylNxhg/5TV3d3qyR25jBck=">AAACH3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZElokUwVUkXGCuxILEUiT6kJqocx22tOnZk3yCqKJ/AR/ANrDCzIdaO/AlO24G2HMny0Tn3+l6fIOZMg+NMrcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pa5koQltEcqm6AdaUM0FbwIDTbqwojgJOO8H4Nvc7T1RpJsUjTGLqR3go2IARDEbqly+9QPJQTyJzpdXUk6Y4fyv1gD5DqtlQZFlWzfrlilNzZrDXibsgFbRAs1/+8UJJkogKIBxr3XOdGPwUK2CE06zkJZrGmIzxkPYMFTii2k9nH8rsC6OE9kAqcwTYM/VvR4ojne9sKiMMI73q5eJ/Xi+BwY2fMhEnQAWZDxok3AZp5+nYIVOUAJ8YgoliZlebjLDCBEyGS1OCKM/EXU1gnbTrNdepuQ/1SuN+kU4RnaFzdIVcdI0a6A41UQsR9ILe0Dv6sF6tT+vL+p6XFqxFzylagjX9BawQpRs=</latexit>

ClkACC

sign

ClkACC
<latexit sha1_base64="2q/TKJtGko2lwbpNV55aD/4gZPI=">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</latexit>

sign
ClkACC

sign

<latexit sha1_base64="2q/TKJtGko2lwbpNV55aD/4gZPI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="egvSKSqXD/SBGN5odgqVMJJIAss=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARXJamCLgtuBDcV7AOaUCbTSTt0ZhJmbool9Af8Bre6didu/QuX/omTNgvbeuDC4Zx7OZcTJpxpcN1va219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzi0j45bOk4VoU0S81h1QqwpZ5I2gQGnnURRLEJO2+HoNvfbY6o0i+UjTBIaCDyQLGIEg5F6tu2HIvOBPkGm2UBOpz274lbdGZxV4hWkggo0evaP349JKqgEwrHWXc9NIMiwAkY4nZb9VNMEkxEe0K6hEguqg2z2+dQ5N0rfiWJlRoIzU/9eZFhoPRGh2RQYhnrZy8X/vG4K0U2QMZmkQCWZB0UpdyB28hqcPlOUAJ8Ygoli5leHDLHCBExZCymhyDvxlhtYJa1a1bus1h6uKvX7op0SOkVn6AJ56BrV0R1qoCYiaIxe0Ct6s56td+vD+pyvrlnFzQlagPX1C5FHmts=</latexit>
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𝑣 ×( |𝑋 |𝐶 1 )
𝑠𝑥
𝑉𝑀 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡
(2)
= 𝐷𝐷
3𝐶 1 +|𝑤 |𝐶 2
Because the sampled charge is shared with the weight capacitors,
the stored charge (𝑄𝑠𝑤 ) on Cw is equal to:


𝐶 2𝐶 1 𝑣𝐷𝐷
𝑄𝑠𝑤 =𝑉𝑀 ×|𝑤 |𝐶 2 = |𝑥 |×|𝑤 | 3𝐶
(3)
+ |𝑤 |𝐶

8b

𝑄

1

8b

D/A

8b

D/A

8b

ADC

8b

8b

D/A

D/A

D/A

D/A

ADC

ADC

2

Equation 3 shows that 𝑄𝑠𝑤 is proportional to |𝑥 |×|𝑤 |, but includes a
non-linearity term in the denominator (|𝑤 |). To mitigate that𝐶 1 must
be much larger than𝐶 2 . Further mitigation is considered as discussed
in Section 6. With this choice, 𝑄𝑠𝑤 becomes |𝑥 |×|𝑤 | 𝐶2 𝑣3𝐷𝐷 .
𝐶𝑙𝑘𝜙 (3) : In the last phase, (Figure 4(c)), the charge from multiplication is shared with CACC for accumulation. The sign bits (𝑥𝑠 and 𝑤𝑠 )
determine which of CACC+ or CACC- is selected for accumulation.
The sampled charge by |𝑤 |𝐶 2 is then redistributed over the selected
CACC as well as all the capacitors of Cw (= 3𝐶 2 ). Theoretically, CACC
must be infinitely larger than 3𝐶 2 to completely absorb the charge
from multiplication. However, in reality, some charge remains unabsorbed, leading to a pattern of computational error, which is mitigated as discussed in Section 6. Ideally, the𝑉𝐴𝐶𝐶 voltage on CACC is:



𝐶 2 𝑣𝐷𝐷
𝑉𝐴𝐶𝐶 = |𝑥 ||𝑤 | 3×𝐶
𝐴𝐶𝐶

Register

Figure 5: Basic mixed-signal dot-product engine.

(4)

While the charge sharing and accumulation happens on CACC , a new
input is fed into Cx , starting a new MACC process in a pipelined
fashion. This process repeats for all low-bitwidth MACC units over
multiple cycles before one A/D conversion.
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Figure 6: Our mixed-signal dot-product engine (MS-WAgg).

4

MIXED-SIGNAL ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN FOR SPATIAL BIT-PARTITIONING

this case, the number of MS-BPMaccs, 16 (=four×four), comes from
the fact that each of the two 8-bit operands can be partitioned to
four 2-bit values. Each of the four 2-bit partitions of the multiplicand
need to be multiply-accumulated with all the multiplier’s four 2-bit
partitions. As discussed in Section 2, each MS-WAgg also performs
the necessary shift operations to combine the low-bitwidth results
from its 16 MS-BPMaccs. By aggregating the partial results of each
MS-BPMacc in the digital domain, the MS-WAgg engine generates
a scalar which is stored on its output register.

Last section provided the detailed innards of low-bitwidth MACCs
and how they can be used to construct a low-bitwidth spatially interleaved dot-product unit (MS-BPMacc). This section, focuses
on architecting a higher bitwidth dot-product engine, called MSWAgg, from a collection of MS-BPMaccs. This engine is named
MS-WAgg as it is a Mixed- Signal Wide Aggregator that operates on
bit-partitioned vectors in SIMD fashion. Instead of just describing
the design, we take a quantitive journey that step-by-step highlights
how much each design decision contributes to improving the power
and area efficiency. Finally, we elaborate on how to utilize this engine to construct a full-fledged programmable mixed-signal DNN
accelerator.

4.1

4.2

MS-WAgg Design Decisions and Tradeoffs

The design of MS-WAgg stems from three main techniques: (1) Interleaved Bit-Partitioning, (2) Spatially Wide Regrouping, and (3)
Charge-Domain Computation. For all the analyses in this section,
500 Mhz frequency at 45 nm is used to design an 8-bit vector dotproduct engine. Figure 7(a) and (b) illustrates the contribution of each
technique in power and area improvement, respectively. Improving
area efficiency has a direct effect on performance as it enables integrating more compute units in a given area, improving design parallelism. The pie charts show how much of the total power/area is consumed by each of hardware components: analog multiplication, digital shift-and-add logic, register, ADC. D/A conversion is part of the
analog multiplier as discussed in Section 3. The size of the pie is pictorially reduced to show that the total power/area is decreasing. The
first pie chart belongs to MS-Basic–merely a point of reference–that
performs an 8-bit×8-bit MACC in the analog domain and converts the
16-bit result to digital, while the last chart is of MS-WAgg. The following discusses each technique and its effects on power/area efficiency.
(1) Interleaved Bit-Partitioning is the most effective technique
in improving both power and area of the mixed-signal dot-product
engines. This technique partitions each operand to lower bitwidth

Mixed-Signal Wide Aggregator

To better understand the tradeoffs in designing MS-WAgg, we contrast it with a basic mixed-signal dot-product engine, called MSBasic, that does not utilize bit-partitioning (see Figure 5). Consequently, the D/A converters in Figure 5 are stained with two different
shades of a color to highlight that all of the different bit-partitions
of each operand are kept together. Each analog multiplier receives
all operands’bits and converts the multiplication result to digital domain to go through an adder tree. Mixed-signal DNN accelerators are
essentially an optimized transformation of this basic engine. Here,
we discuss how much each of our innovations contributes to the
design transformation that yields MS-WAgg. Figure 6 illustrates a
possible MS-WAgg design, comprising 16 MS-BPMaccs, necessary
to perform 8-bit by 8-bit vector dot-product with 2-bit partitioning3 .
In contrast to the MS-Basic, each D/A converter in Figure 6 is colored with one shade to show each input is just a bit-partition. In
3 2-bit partitioning is the optimal choice (design space exploration in Figure 15).
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4.3

Hierarchically Clustered Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 8, a collection of MS-WAggs constitute an
accelerator core from which the clustered architecture of BiHiwe is
designed. The three aforementioned optimization techniques, results
in 5.4× less energy for a single 8-bit MACC in comparison with a digital logic. Hence, it is possible to integrate a larger number of mixedsignal compute units in a given power budget compared to a digital architecture. To efficiently utilize this increase in compute units, a high
bandwidth memory substrate is required. To maximize the benefits of
the mixed-signal computation, 3D-stacked memory is an attractive
option since it reduces the energy cost of data accesses and provides
a higher bandwidth for data transfer between the on-chip compute
and off-chip memory [7, 20]. Based on these insights, we devise a clustered architecture for BiHiwe with a 3D-stacked memory substrate
as shown in Figure 8. As the results in Section 7.2 Figure 16 shows, a
flat design would result in significant underutilization of the compute
resources and bandwidth from 3D stacking. Therefore, BiHiwe is a hierarchically clustered architecture that allocates multiple accelerator
cores as a cluster to each vault (Figure 8(a)). Figure 8(b) depicts a single core. As shown in Figure 8(b), each core is self-sufficient and packs
a mixed-signal systolic array of MS-WAggs as well as the digital Pooling Unit, Activation Unit, and Normalization Unit, etc. The mixed-signal
array is responsible for the convolutional and fully connected layers.
Generally, wide and interleaved bit-partitioned execution within
MS-WAggs is orthogonal to the organization of the accelerator architecture. This paper explores how to embed them and the proposed
compute model, within a systolic design and enables end-to-end
programmable mixed-signal acceleration for a variety of DNNs.
Accelerator core. As Figure 8(b) depicts, the first level of hierarchy
is the accelerator core and its 2D systolic array that utilizes the MSWAggs. As depicted, the Input Buffers and Output Buffers are shared
across the columns and rows, respectively. Each MS-WAgg has its
own Weight Buffer. This organization is commensurate with other
designs and reduces the cost of on-chip data accesses as inputs are
reused with multiple filters [21]. However, what makes our design
different is the fact that each buffer needs to supply a sub-vector
not a scalar in each cycle to MS-WAggs. The rewiring of the inputs
and weights is already done inside the MS-WAggs since the size of
bit-partitions is fixed. Consequently, there is no need to reformat
any of inputs, activations, or weights. To preserve the accuracy of

Figure 7: Step-by-step analysis of improvement in (a ) power and (b) area.

suboperands, and then interleaves the bit-partitions. Interleaved BitPartitioning enables replacing the 8-bit×8-bit MACC and its high
resolution (16-bit) ADC in MS-Basic with 16 2-bit×2-bit MACCs
and significantly lower resolution (4-bit) ADCs . By applying this
technique, the power and area for an 8-bit MACC operation improves by 24.9× and 228.2×, respectively (Comparing Design-2 with
Design-1 in Figure 7). This improvement stems from the fact that
power and area of ADC increases dramatically with its resolution.
(2) Spatially Wide Regrouping is the second technique that regroups a wide array of interleaved lower bitwidth MACC units to
share a single ADC. The outputs of lower-bitiwidth MACC units is aggregated in the analog domain, the result of which is fed to the ADC.
This technique ranks second in improving area efficiency (41.3×
when comparing Design-3 with Design-2 in Figure 7(b)). Sharing a
single ADC across a wide group of lower-bitwidth MACC units, reduces the effective number of ADCs, leading to lower area. This sharing increases 4-bit resolution of the ADCs to 7-bits (sharing an ADC
with 8 2-bit×2-bit MACCs) as more number of low-bitwidth MACC
operations are aggregated in the analog domain before conversion;
however, this increase in the ADC’s power/area is sub-exponential.
The benefit comes from the fact that Spatially Wide Regrouping
enables shifting the ADC design style from Flash to Pipelined or SAR
in the same frequency. Exploiting this technique also improves the
power efficiency by 6.7×.
(3) Charge-Domain Computation is the second most effective
technique in improving power-efficiency. Accumulating the partial
results as electric charge in capacitors eliminates the necessity of A/D
conversion at each cycle, leading to significant power reduction. This
additional accumulation in the analog domain requires higher resolution ADCs (10-bits); however, the reduced rate of the A/D conversion
trumps the resolution increase. This technique yields an additional
14.4× improvement in power efficiency (Design-4 vs Design-3 in Figure 7(a)). The number of the ADC remains the same but the reduced
rate enables choosing an ADC with lower sample rate. Lower sample
rate ADCs require lower-area subcomponents that can reduce its
overall area. However, the increase in resolution counteracts this
benefit to a large degree. As such, this technique only reduces the
area by 1.1× (Design-4 compared to Design-3 in Figure 7(b)).
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DNN Specifications
In Caﬀe 2

the DNNs, intermediate results are stored as 32-bit digital values and
intra-column aggregations are performed in digital mode.
On-chip data delivery for accelerator cores. To minimize data
movement and exploit the abundant data-reuse in DNNs, BiHiwe
uses a statically-scheduled interconnect that is capable of multicasting/broadcasting data across accelerator cores. Static scheduling
enables the BiHiwe compiler stack to do exhaustive search over
variegated possibilities of cutting and tiling DNN layers across cores
to maximizing inter- and intra-core data-reuse. The static schedule
is encoded in the form of data communication instructions.
Parallelizing computations across accelerator cores. To minimize data movement, the BiHiwe clustered architecture (1) divides
the computations into tiles that fit within the on-chip capacity of the
scratchpads, and (2) cuts the tiles of computations across cores to minimize DRAM accesses by maximally utilizing the multicast/broadcast
capabilities of BiHiwe on-chip data delivery network. To simplify
the hardware, scratchpad buffers are private to each core and the
shared data is replicated across multiple cores. Thus, a single tile of
data can be read once from the memory and then be broadcasted/multicasted across cores to reduce DRAM accesses. The cores use doublebuffering to hide the latency for memory accesses for subsequent tiles.
Cores use output-stationary dataflow that minimizes the number
of A/D conversions by accumulating results in the charge-domain.
Section 5 discusses the cutting/tiling optimizations in compiler.

4.4

Layer Dataflow
Graph
Runtime/
Energy
Estimation Tool

Cutting/Tiling
Algorithm
Accelerator Specifications
# Vaults (Rows, Columns)
# Cores (Rows, Columns)
# MS-WAGG (Rows, Columns)
MS-BPMACC Width
# Cycles before ADC

Dataflow Cuts
for Each
Cluster & Core

Tiling of
Activations
and Weights

Binary
Generator
Compute
Instruction Blocks

Communication
Instruction Blocks

Figure 9: BiHiwe compilation stack.

Initialize cutopt [N]← 0;
/ Initialize tilingopt [N]← 0/
for layeri ∈ DFGDNN do
sopt ← ∞
for tilingi, j ∈ layeri do
for cuti, j,k ∈tilingi, j do
(runtimei, j,k , energy i, j,k ) ← EstimTool(tilingi, j ,cuti, j,k )
si, j,k ← runtimei, j,k ×energy i, j,k

if si, j,k < sopt then
cutopt [i]← cuti, j,k ; tilingopt [i]←tilingi, j
return cutopt
, tilingopt
end
end 1: Cutting/tiling algorithm for clustered acceleration.
Algorithm
end
binary
ISA).
return (BiHiwe
cutopt , tiling
opt The first step in the compiler stack is a trans-

lation of the Caffe2 file into a layer DataFlow Graph (DFG) that
preserves the structure of the DNN. The BiHiwe compiler stack also
accepts a specification of the accelerator configuration that includes
the organizations and configurations (# rows, #columns) of the clusters, vaults, and cores as well as details of the MS-BPMaccs. Using
the layer DFG and the accelerator configuration, the compiler then
proceeds with an optimization step that determines the optimal cut
of the DFG nodes across BiHiwe clusters and cores, and optimal
tile sizes for the multidimensional arrays (DFG edges) to fit into the
limited on-chip memory. For each node in the layer DFG, the optimization algorithm performs an exhaustive search of different cuts
and tile sizes for incoming and outgoing edges. For each candidate cut
and tile-size, the compiler stack uses an analytical estimation tool that
determines the total energy consumption and runtime. Estimation
is viable, as the DFG does not change, there is no hardware managed
cache, and the accelerator architecture is fixed during execution.
Thus, there are no irregularities that can hinder estimation. Algorithm 1 depicts the cutting/tiling procedure. When cuts and tiles are
determined, the compiler generates the binary code that contains the
communication and computation instruction blocks in BiHiwe ISA.

BiHiwe Instruction Set

The BiHiwe ISA provides a layer of abstraction that exposes the following unique properties of its architecture to the compiler (1) mixedsignal execution within a BiHiwe core; and (2) data-movement for
both 3D-stacked memory and on-chip software-managed scratchpads between different BiHiwe cores. As such, BiHiwe uses a blockstructured ISA where the blocks have repetition counters due to
the tile-based execution and segregates the execution of the DNN
into (1) data communication instruction blocks that transfer tiles of data
between 3D-stacked memory and on-chip scratchpads (Input Buffer/Weight Buffer/Output Buffer in Figure 8) using address generation
instructions, and (2) compute instruction blocks that consumes the tile
of data from a communication instruction block to produce an output
tile. The communication block and compute block together specify a
static schedule for DNN execution in BiHiwe.
Using the compute instruction block, the compiler has complete
control over on-chip scratchpads, A/D conversion rate, and bitpartitioning across MS-WAggs. These pieces of information are
encoded in the header of the compute instruction blocks. The granularity of bit-partitioning and charge-based accumulation is determined for each microarchitectural implementation based on technology node and circuit design style. As such, to support different
technology nodes and designs and allow extensions to the architecture, the BiHiwe ISA encodes the bit-partitioning and accumulation
cycles. Using the communication instruction blocks, the compiler stack
exploits the broadcasting/multicasting capabilities to optimize data
movement while maximizing data locality for the on-chip scratchpad
memories in each core.

5

Translator

6

MITIGATING ANALOG NON-IDEALITIES

Although analog circuitry offers significant reduction in energy, they
might lead to accuracy degradation. Thus, their error needs to be
properly modeled and accounted for. Specifically, MS-BPMaccs,
the main analog component, can be susceptible to (1) thermal noise,
(2) computational error caused by incomplete charge transfer, and
(3) PVT variations. Traditionally, analog circuit designers mitigate
sources of error by just configuring hardware parameters to values
which are robust to non-idealities. Such hardware parameter adjustments require rather significant energy/area overheads that scale
linearly with number of modules. However, due to the scaled-up
nature of our design, we need to mitigate these non-idealities in a
higher and algorithmic level. We leverage the training algorithm’s
inherent mechanism to reduce error (loss) and use mathematical

BIHIWE COMPILER STACK

Figure 9 illustrates the BiHiwe compiler stack that accepts a highlevel Caffe2 [43] specification of the DNN to generate an instruction
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Figure 10: ResNet-50 and VGG-16 accuracy after fine-tuning.
Table 1: Evaluated benchmarked DNNs
logs_resnet50

0_epoch 1_val_acc

DNN

1

2

2 75.09900402759999

3
Domain

Type

AlexNet [48]
CIFAR-10 [50, 51]
GoogLeNet [53]
ResNet-18 [54]
ResNet-50 [54]
VGG-16 [50]
VGG-19 [50]
YOLOv3 [55]
PTB-RNN [51]
PTB-LSTM [57]

CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
CNN
RNN
RNN

74.506643

0.74506643
0.750990040276

2

74.98777

0.7498777
Dataset

3

75.124323

0.75124323

Image Classification
5
4
6
5
Image Classification
7
6
Image Classification
8
7
Image Classification
9
8
10
9
Image Classification
Image Classification
Image Classification
Object Recognition
Language Modeling
0_epoch 1_val_acc
Language
Modeling

𝑊𝑖′ =

Top1 validation accuraccy
2_val_acc_top5

1

4

Top5 validation accuraccy
3_val_loss

90.123162

0.90123162 1.353112595048017

90.832154

0.90832154 1.3550823365380915

91.004323
0.91004323 Model
1.3485757963148186
Multiply-Adds
Weights
91.334323

Imagenet
[49]
0.751156544
74.876554
0.74876554
CIFAR-10
[52]
75.187345
0.75187345
Imagenet
75.198854
0.75198854
Imagenet
75.2122
0.752122
75.2045Imagenet
0.752045
Imagenet
Imagenet
Imagenet
logs_vgg16
Penn TreeBank
[56]
Top1 validation accuraccy
2_val_acc_top5
Penn TreeBank

75.1156544

1

1

70.332145

0.70332145

2

2

70.44543

0.7044543

3

2

70.66789

0.7066789

89.17762

4

3

70.59554

0.7059554

89.588765

5

4

70.877899

0.70877899

89.43544332

88.1234234
88.87652

𝑚−1
Ö

0.91334323 1.3519470051615066

2,678 MOps
0.91224544
91.56433
0.9156433
617 MOps
91.876545
0.91876545
1,502 MOps
92.223321
0.92223321
4,269 MOps
92.445445
0.92445445
92.50111
0.9250111
8,030 MOps
31 GOps
39 GOps
19 GOps
17 MOps
Top5 validation accuraccy
3_val_loss
13 MOps
91.224544

5

71.000865

0.71000865

7

6

71.118977

0.71118977

8

7

71.043221

0.71043221

90.17877

9

8

71.165667

0.71165667

90.1114323

10

9

71.281243

0.71281243

90.1843

1.3448890438098866
1.3483284945021623
1.3473637804775658

0.881234234 1.353112595048017

0.8887652 1.3550823365380915
0.8917762 1.3485757963148186
0.89588765 1.3519470051615066
0.8943544332 1.348566629453572

𝛽𝑉𝐷𝐷
𝑊𝑖
3𝛼
3𝛼 +|𝑊𝑖 | 3𝛽 +|𝑊𝑖 | 𝑗=𝑖+1 3𝛼 +|𝑊 𝑗 |

6

56.1 MBytes
13.4 MBytes
13.5 MBytes
11.1 MBytes
1.348274378243558
1.3371749764193077
24.4 MBytes
131.6 MBytes
137.3 MBytes
39.8 MBytes
16 MBytes
12.3 MBytes
1.348566629453572

89.8777641

0.898777641 1.3448890438098866

90.0032212

0.900032212 1.3483284945021623
0.9017877 1.3473637804775658

0.901114323 1.348274378243558
0.901843 1.3371749764193077

(8)

∀0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤𝑚−1

Process variations. We use the sizing of the capacitors to provision and mitigate for the process variations to which the switchedcapacitor circuits are generally robust. This is effective because the
capacitors are implemented using a number of smaller unit capacitors with common-centroid layout technique [45]. We, specifically,
use the metal-fringe capacitors for MACCs with mismatch of just 1%
standard deviation [46] with the max variation of 6% (6𝜎) which is
well below the error margins considered for the computational error.
Temperature variations. This is modeled by adding a perturbation
term to 𝑇 in Equation 5 as a gaussian distribution N𝑇 (𝜇,𝜎 2 ). We consider the maximum value of the temperature as 358°K, commensurate
with existing practices [47], and the minimum value as 300°K (This
is the peak-to-peak range for the1 gaussian distribution (6𝜎)).
Voltage variations. We also model the voltage variation by adding
a gaussian distribution to 𝑉𝐷𝐷 term in Equation 8. Our experiments
show that, variations in voltage can be mitigated up to 20%. The extensive amount of vector dot-product operations in DNNs, allows for the
minimum and maximum values of the distributions being sampled
sufficient amount of times, leading to coverage of the corner cases.
Atop all these considerations, we use differential signaling for
ADCs which attenuates the common-mode fluctuations such as PVT
variations. To show the effectiveness of our techniques, Figure 10
plots the result of fine-tuning process of two benchmarks, ResNet-50
and VGG-16 for ten epochs. Table 3 reports the summary of accuracy
trends for all the benchmarks, which achieve less than 0.5% loss. As
Figure 10 shows, the fine-tuning pass compensates the initial loss
(0.73% for top-1 and 2.41% for top-5) to only 0.04% for top-1 and
0.02% for top-5. VGG-16 is slightly different and reduces the initial
loss (1.16% for top-1 and 2.24% for top-5) to less than 0.18% for top-1
and 0.13% for top-5 validation accuracy. The trends are similar for
other benchmarks and omitted due to space constraints.

𝑤

ACC
In the above equation, 𝛼 is equal to C3C
. We add error tensors to
w
outputs of convolutional/fully connected layers in DNN forward
propagation, to incorporate thermal noise effect. Elements of error
tensors are sampled from a normal distribution as N(𝜇 = 0,𝜎 2 =
(𝜎𝐴𝐶𝐶 ×𝑟 ×85) 2 ). 𝜎𝐴𝐶𝐶 is scaled by 𝑟 , the amount of MS-BPMacc
operations required to generate an element in the output feature
map, as well as the amount of total bit-shifts applied to each result
by MS-WAgg engine, 85.
Computational error. Another source of error in BiHiwe’s computations arises when charge is shared between capacitors during the
multiplication and accumulation. Within each MACC unit, the input
capacitors (Cx ) transfer a sampled charge to the weight capacitors
(Cw ) to produce charge proportional to the multiplication result. But
the resulting charge is subject to error dependent on the ratio of
weight and input capacitor sizes (𝛽 =𝐶 1 /𝐶 2 ) as shown in Equation 3.
This shared charge in the weight capacitors introduces more error
when it is redistributed to the accumulating capacitor (CACC ) which
cannot absorb all of the charge, leaving a small portion remaining
on the weight capacitors in subsequent cycles. The ideal voltage
(𝑉𝐴𝐶𝐶,𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 ) produced after𝑚 cycles of multiplication can be derived
from Equation 4 as follows:
Í 𝑉 DD
𝑉𝐴𝐶𝐶,𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 [𝑚] = 𝑚
(6)
𝑖=1 9𝛼 𝑊𝑖 𝑋𝑖
By considering the computational error from incomplete charge
sharing, the actual voltage at the accumulating capacitor after 𝑚
cycles of MACC operations (𝑉𝐴𝐶𝐶,𝑅 [𝑚]) becomes:

𝑊𝑚 𝑋𝑚 𝛽
3𝛼
3𝛼+ |𝑊𝑚 | 𝑉𝐴𝐶𝐶,𝑅 [𝑚−1] + (3𝛼+ |𝑊𝑚 |) (3𝛽+|𝑊𝑚 |) 𝑉 DD

ResNet-50

76.00%

models to represent these non-idealities. We, then, apply these models during forward pass to adjust and fine-tune pre-trained neural
models with just a few more epochs across the chips within a technology node. Our approach is commensurate with recent work [44] that
uses fine-tuning passes to incorporate analog non-idealities. The
rest of this section details non-idealities and their modeling.
Thermal noise. Thermal noise is an inherent perturbation in analog
circuits caused by the thermal agitation of electrons. This noise can be
modeled according to a normal distribution, where the ideal voltage
deviates relative to a value comprised of the working temperature
(T), Boltzmannpconstant (k), and capacitor size (C) which produce the
deviation 𝜎 = 𝑘𝑇 /𝐶. Within BiHiwe, switched-capacitor MACC
units are mainly effected by the combined thermal noise resulting
from weights and accumulator capacitors (Cw and CACC respectively). The noise from these capacitors gets accumulated during the
𝑚 cycles of computation for each individual MACC unit and then
gets aggregated across the 𝑛 MACC units in MS-BPMacc. By applying the thermal noise equation used for similar MACC units [37] to a
MS-BPMacc unit, the standard deviation at the output is described
by Equation 5:
r


𝑘𝑇 (𝛼 |𝑊𝑚−1 |+3𝛼+3) Í𝑚−1 𝛼  2𝑖
𝜎𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
(5)
×𝑛
2
𝑖=0
1+𝛼
9𝛼 (𝛼+1) 𝐶

Top-5 Accuracy
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(7)

We consider computational error in the fine-tuning pass by including the multiplicative factors shown in Equation 7 in weights. During the forward pass, the fine-tuning algorithm decomposes weight
tensors in convolutional/fully-connected layers into groups corresponding to MS-WAgg configuration and updates the individual
weight values (𝑊𝑖 ) to new values (𝑊𝑖′ ) with the computational error:

7 EVALUATION
7.1 Methodology
Benchmarks. We use ten diverse CNN/RNN models including realtime object recognition and word-level language modeling, described
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observed in ResNet-18, since its relatively small size leads to underutilization of compute resources in BiHiwe. Figure 11 also demonstrates total energy reduction for BiHiwe as compared to Tetris in
iso-power setting. On average, BiHiwe yields 2.2×energy reduction.
The lowest energy reduction is observed in RNN benchmarks, PTBRNN and PTB-LSTM, since matrix-vector operations in RNNs require
significant number of DRAM accesses for weights, limiting benefits.
Figure 11 also shows iso-area comparisons. Scaling-up computes
in Tetris by 2.25× to match the area of BiHiwe results in ≈ 60%
increase in Tetris performance. This improvement in performance
comes at a cost of reduced energy-efficiency due to an increase in
memory accesses to feed the additional compute units. Trends in
speedup and energy-reduction remain the same with the exception
of ResNet-18, which now sees resource underutilization in Tetris.
Overall, BiHiwe shows 3.4×speedup and 2.5×energy reduction.
Energy breakdown. Figure 12 shows the energy breakdown normalized to Tetris across: (1) on-chip compute units, (2) on-chip memory, (3) interconnect, and (4) 3D-stacked DRAM. DRAM accesses account for the highest portion of the energy in BiHiwe, since BiHiwe
significantly reduces the on-chip compute energy. While BiHiwe
has a larger number of compute resources compared to Tetris, the
number of DRAM accesses remain almost the same. This is because
the statically-scheduled interconnect allows data to be multicasted/broadcasted across multiple cores in BiHiwe without significantly
increasing the number of DRAM accesses. Unlike the fully-digital
PEs in Tetris, BiHiwe uses MS-WAggs which perform wide vectorized operations. Each MACC operation in BiHiwe consumes 5.4×
less energy compared to Tetris. The output-stationary dataflow
enabled by capacitive accumulation in addition to the systolic organization of MS-WAggs in each core of BiHiwe eliminates the need
for register file, leads to 4.4× reduction in on-chip data movement.

Experimental Results

7.2.1 Comparison with Tetris.
Iso-power and iso-area comparisons. Figure 11 shows the performance and energy reduction of BiHiwe over Tetris. On average,
BiHiwe delivers a 5.5×speedup over Tetris in iso-power setting.
The low power and wide bit-partitioned mixed-signal design of MSWAggs in BiHiwe enables us to integrate 5.2× more compute units
than Tetris in the same power budget. The highest speedup is observed in YOLOv3 and CIFAR-10, where the network topology favors
the wide vectorized execution in BiHiwe. The lowest speedup is

7.2.2 Comparison with Other Baselines.
Figure 13 depicts power efficiency (GOPS/s/Watt) and area efficiency (GOPS/s/𝑚𝑚 2 ) of BiHiwe with other recent accelerators. Due
to the lack of available raw performance/energy numbers for specific
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in Table 1. These benchmarks includes medium to large scale models
and variety of multiply-add operations.
Simulation infrastructure. We develop a cycle-accurate simulator and a compiler for BiHiwe. The simulator dumps the statistics
of runtime and accesses to all components and calculates the power.
Since, all the instructions are statically scheduled, the simulator can
calculate the exact number of accesses to components.
Iso-power and iso-area comparison with Tetris. We match the
on-chip power of BiHiwe and Tetris and compare the total runtime and energy, including DRAM accesses. Tetris supports 16-bit
execution while BiHiwe supports 8-bit. For fairness, we modify the
open-source Tetris simulator [58] and proportionally scale its runtime/energy. BiHiwe supports 8-bit since this representation has
virtually no impact by itself on the accuracy of the DNNs [51, 59–62].
Comparison with analog/digital accelerators. We also compare
BiHiwe to mixed-signal RedEye [30], two analog memristive accelerators [27, 63], and Google TPU [21], all in 8-bits. The original
designs [27, 63] use 16-bits. We optimistically increase the efficiency
of the competitor designs by 4× to model 8-bit execution.
GPU comparison. We also compare BiHiwe to two Nvidia GPUs,
RTX 2080 TI with tensor cores and Titan Xp (Table 2). For a fair
comparison, we use 8-bit on GPUs using Nvidia’s TensorRT 5.1 [64]
library compiled with the optimized cuDNN 7.5 and CUDA 10.1.
Energy and area measurement. All hardware modelings are performed using FreePDK 45-nm standard cell library [65]. We implement
the switched-capacitor MACCs in Cadence Analog Design Environment
V6.1.3 and use Spectre SPICE V6.1.3 to model the system. We then, use
Layout XL of Cadence to extract the energy/area. The energy/area
for ADCs are obtained from [66]. We implement digital blocks of
BiHiwe, including adders, shifters, and interconnection in Verilog
RTL and use Synopsys Design Compiler (L-2016.03-SP5) for synthesis
and measuring energy/area. We use CACTI-P [67] to model on-chip
buffers. 3D-stacked DRAM is based on HMC [68, 69], same as Tetris,
and the bandwidth and access energy are adopted form that work.
Error modeling. We use Spectre SPICE V6.1.3 to extract noise behavior of MACCs. Thermal noise, computational error, and PVT
variations are considered based on details in Section 6. We implement extracted hardware error models and corresponding mathematical modelings using PyTorch v1.0.1 [70] and integrate them into
Neural Network Distiller v0.3 framework [71] for a fine-tuning pass
over evaluated benchmarks.

Energy Reduction (Iso-Power)
Energy Reduction (Iso-Area)
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—
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Parameters
Chip
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Table 2: BiHiwe and baselines platforms
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Figure 13: Comparison with other accelerators.

Design Space Explorations.

Speedup /
Titan XpINT8

marks, BiHiwe achieves 81% of its peak efficiency.
Mixed-signal CMOS: RedEye [30]. RedEye also uses switchedcapacitor circuitry. Compared to RedEye, BiHiwe offers 5.5× power
efficiency and 167× area efficiency. In contrast to RedEye [30] which
does not exploit any sort of bit-partitioning, the proposed wide, interleaved, and bit-partitioned arithmetic amortizes the cost of ADCs
in BiHiwe and yields these benefits.
Analog Memristive designs [27, 63]. Prior work in ISAAC and
PipeLayer have explored memristive technology for DNN acceleration, which integrates both compute and storage in the same die,
offering higher compute density compared to traditional CMOS. Generally, memrisitive designs perform computations in current domain,
requiring costly ADCs to sample currents at high rates, curtailing
the power-efficiency. Overall, compared to ISAAC and PipeLayer,
BiHiwe improves the power efficiency by 3.6× and 9.6×, respectively.
Google TPU [21]. Compared to TPU, which also uses systolic design, BiHiwe delivers 4.5× more peak power efficiency and almost
the same area efficiency. Leveraging the wide, interleaved, and bitpartitioned arithmetic with its switched-capacitor design in BiHiwe,
reduces the cost of MACC operations significantly.
Comparison with GPUs. Figure 14 compares performance of BiHiwe with Titan Xp and RTX 2080 TI, normalized to Titan Xp. BiHiwe, on average, yields 1.9× speedup over Titan Xp and is just 5%
slower than RTX 2080 TI. CNNs require abundant matrix-matrix
multiplications, well-suited for tensor cores, leading to RTX 2080 TI’s
outperformance on both BiHiwe and Titan Xp. However, BiHiwe
outperforms RTX 2080 TI in PTB-RNN and PTB-LSTM with 11.2× and
11.4×, respectively. RNNs require matrix-vector multiplications–
particularly suitable for the wide vectorized operations supported
in MS-WAggs. However, BiHiwe outperforms both Titan Xp and
RTX 2080 TI GPUs in Performance-per-Watt by large margins of
70.1×and 35.4×, respectively.
7.2.3
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Design space exploration for bit-partitioning. Figure 15 shows
the reduction in energy and area for different bit-partitioning design
points that are algorithmically identical and perform the same 8bit×8-bit vector dot-product with 32 elements. However, the baseline
design uses 8-bit×8-bit MACC units while the rest use our wide and
interleaved bit-partitioned arithmetic. As depicted, 2-bit partitioning strikes the best balance in energy/area with switched-capacitor
design of MACC units at 45 nm. Compared to 2-bit, single-bit partitioning quadratically increases the number of low bitwidth MACCs
from 16 (2-bit partitioning ) to 64 (1-bit partitioning) to support 8-bit
operations. This imposes disproportionate overhead that outweighs
benefit of decreasing MACC units energy/area.
Design space exploration for clustered architecture. BiHiwe
uses a hierarchical architecture with multiple cores in each vault.
Having a larger number of small cores for each vault yields increased
utilization of compute resources, but requires data transfer across
cores and replication. We explore the design space with 1, 2, 4, and 8
cores per cluster. As Figure16 shows, BiHiwe with four cores per each
vault (default configuration) is optimal by striking a better balance between data accesses and compute resource utilization. Configuration
with 8-cores results in higher data accesses, hence higher energy.
Design space exploration for MS-BPMacc configuration. The
number of accumulation cycles (𝑚) before A/D conversion and the
number of MACC units (𝑛) are two main parameters of MS-BPMacc
which define ADC resolution and sample rate, determining its power.
Figure 17 shows the design space exploration for different configurations of MS-BPMacc. In a fixed power budget for compute units, we
measure total runtime/energy of BiHiwe across benchmarks and
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Figure 17: Design space exploration for MS-BPMacc.
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DNNs and the fact that the simulation/compilation infrastructures
for prior accelerators are not open sourced, we use these metrics that
is commensurate with comparisons for recent designs [16, 63, 72, 73]
to provide a best effort analysis. On average for the evaluated bench-
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Table 3: Accuracy before and after fine-tuning.
DNN Model

Dataset

AlexNet
CIFAR-10
GoogLeNet
ResNet-18
ResNet-50
VGG-16
VGG-19
YOLOv3
PTB-RNN
PTB-LSTM

Imagenet
CIFAR-10
Imagenet
Imagenet
Imagenet
Imagenet
Imagenet
Imagenet
Penn TreeBank
Penn TreeBank

Fixed-functional mixed-signal accelerators. They are designed
for a specific DNN. Some focus on handwritten digit classification [83, 84] or binarized mixed-signal acceleration of CIFAR-10
images [33]. Another work focuses on spiking neural networks’ acceleration [34]. In contrast, our design is programmable and supports
interleaved bit-partitioning.
Resistive memory accelerators. There is a large body of work
using resistive memory [27, 38, 63, 72, 73, 85–90]. We provided direct comparison to ISAAC [27] and PipeLayer [63]. ISAAC most
notably introduces the concept of temporally bit-serial operations,
also explored in PRIME [38], and is augmented with spike-based data
scheme in PipeLayer. BiHiwe, in contrast, formulates a partitioning
that spatially regroups lower-bitwidth MACCs across different vector elements and performs them in-parallel. PRIME does not provide
absolute measurements and its simulated baseline is not available for
head-to-head comparisons. PRIME also uses multiple truncations
that change the mathematics. Conversely, our formulation does not
induce truncation or mathematical changes.
Bit-level composable designs. Bit Fusion [23] proposes bit-level
dynamic composability to support quantized DNNs. BitBlade [78]
and BPVeC [79] extends bit-level reconfigurability to vector-level
composability to amortize the energy and area cost of bit-flexibility.
In contrast, this work delves into the details of mixed-signal computing, proposes wide, interleaved, and bit-partitioned arithmetic, and
combines it with switched-capacitor circuits to enable mixed-signal
acceleration.

Top-1 Accuracy
Top-1 Accuracy
Top-1 Accuracy Final Accuracy
(Ideal)
Loss
(With Non-Idealities) (After Fine-Tuning)
53.12%
90.82%
67.15%
66.91%
74.5%
70.31%
73.24%
75.92%
1.1 BPC
97 PPW

56.64%
91.01%
68.39%
68.96%
75.21%
71.28%
74.20%
77.1%
1.6 BPC
170 PPW

57.11%
91.03%
68.72%
68.98%
75.25%
71.46%
74.52%
77.22%
1.1 BPC
97 PPW

0.47 %
0.02 %
0.33 %
0.02 %
0.04 %
0.18 %
0.32 %
0.21 %
0.0 BPC
0.0 PPW

normalize it to those of Tetris. As shown in Figure 17, increasing
number of MACCs, limits the number of accumulation cycles and
results in high sample rate ADCs. Using high sample-rate ADCs
significantly increases power. On the other hand, increasing number of accumulation cycles, limits the number of MACCs, which
restricts the number of MS-WAggs that can be integrated under
given power budget. Overall, the optimal design point that delivers
the best performance and energy constitutes eight MACC units and
32 accumulation cycles.
7.2.4 Evaluation of Circuitry Non-Idealities.
Table 3 shows the Top-1 accuracy With Non-Idealities, After FineTuning, Ideal, and the Final Accuracy Loss. As shown in Table 3
AlexNet and ResNet-18 are more sensitive to the non-idealities, leading to a higher initial accuracy degradation. To recover the accuracy
loss, we perform a fine-tuning step for a few epochs. By performing
this fine-tuning step, the accuracy loss of the CIFAR-10, ResNet-18,
and ResNet-50 networks is fully recovered (loss is less than 0.04%)
which within these networks, CIFAR-10 and ResNet-50 are more robust to non-idealities. Accuracy loss for other networks is below
0.5% which within those AlexNet has maximum loss. Both PTB-RNN
and PTB-LSTM recover all the loss after fine-tuning. The final results
after fine-tuning step show the effectiveness of this approach in
recovering the accuracy loss due to the non-idealities pertinent to
analog computation.

8

9

CONCLUSION

This work proposed wide, interleaved, and spatially bit-partitioned
arithmetic to overcome key challenges in mixed-signal acceleration
of DNNs. This arithmetic enabled rearranging the highly parallel
MACC operations in DNNs into wide low-bitwidth efficient mixedsignal computations. Further, we use switched-capacitor circuitry
that reduces the rate of ADC by accumulating partial results in the
charge domain. The incarnate design, BiHiwe, offers significant
benefits over its state-of-the-art analog and digital counterparts.

RELATED WORK

There is a large body of work on digital DNN accelerators [5–26, 74–
79]. Mixed-signal acceleration has also been explored previously for
neural networks [29, 35] and is gaining traction for deep models [27,
28, 30–34, 36, 37]. This paper fundamentally differs from these inspiring efforts as it delves into mathematics of DNN operations, reformulates and defines the interleaved and bit-partitioned arithmetic combined with charge-domain computation to overcome challenges in
mixed-signal acceleration. Below, we discuss the most related works.
Switched-capacitor design. Switched-capacitor circuits [41] have
a long history, having been mainly used for designing amplifiers [80],
ADC/DAC [81] and filters [82]. They have been used even for the
previous generation of neural networks [29]. More recently, they
have also been used for matrix multiplication [37, 83], which can benefit DNNs. This work takes inspiration from these efforts but differs
from them in that it defines and leverages wide, interleaved, and bitpartitioned reformulation of DNN operations. Additionally, it offers
a comprehensive architecture to accelerate a wide variety of DNNs.
Programmable mixed-signal accelerators. PROMISE [28] offers
a mixed-signal architecture that integrates analog units within the
SRAM memory blocks. RedEye[30] is a low-power near-sensor
mixed-signal accelerator that uses charge-domain computations.
These works do not offer wide interleavings of bit-partitioned basic
operations as described in this paper.
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